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We always welcome mail to the Tom of Finland Foundation. 

2 MUSEUMS HANG TOM

Mainstream Begins to Acknowledge His Worth

It's been a long time coming, but there was never any doubt that
eventually Tom of Finland would begin to receive the recognition
from the art world at large which he deserves. Of course, there have
been museum and gallery personnel who had personal appreciation of
his work, probably ever since he was first published back in 1957,
but not until recently did any of them start to deal with Tom's work in
their official capacity.

The ground-breaker waS Richard Marshall in 1989. At that time he
was a curator at the Whitney Museum in New York, where he was
responsible for getting one of Tom's drawings hung in their 1991
Biennial of American Art, a show which already had a reputation for
shocking the Philistines. The show opened just in time for Tom to



learn that his work was hanging in a major museum (only
temporarily, it's true, but nevertheless). Shortly after Tom's death,
Helsinki's Museum of Contemporary Art purchased two of his

drawings in 1992 for their permanent collection, but it took the proprietor of Santa Monica's Mark Moore
Gallery, Christopher Ford, to get the serious art world to finally begin to see Tom of Finland as a fitting
subject for artistic appreciation, rather than as a marginalized gay fetish.

Left: LACMA's choice is this elegantly-composed rough sketch, chosen partly for the nearly finished face, as
classically a Tom's Man as any in his work. Right: SFMOMA was a little more daring in selecting this duo
and the tuxedo/dress-uniform combo is perhaps unique in Tom's ouvre.

To that end, Ford has been crucial in encouraging acceptance of the
Tom of Finland drawings, though it was Bruce Davis as curator of
drawings for the Los Angeles County Museum of Art who had the
far-sightedness to break the ice with his selection, followed by Gary
Garrels in San Francisco, who pushed the acceptance a little further.

Both LACMA and SF MOMA have agreed to the provision that
these Tom of Finland works are not destined to go straight (pardon!)
into the museums' vaults, but will be seen by the public at large.

To those of us long familiar with the glories of Tom's art, it may
seem that this is much noise over small progress, (compared to what
Tom really deserves), but the first steps are always the hardest.
Christopher Ford has put on a pair of Tom's boots and taken them!

ANGELENO SCULPTRESS PEOPLES HER WORLD WITH
LUSTY IMAGES

THE MYTHS OF APRIL
by Michael Andrews

Across from the world-famous dream factory of Paramount Studios sits another,
more sensual, dream factory above a convenience store in an unpretentious
second-story flat. Hardly a place where you'd expect modern mythology to take
form, but here reigns a mythographer in clay -- Mistress April.



"Vulnerability is the feeling I take the most pleasure in rendering," the Mistress
states emphatically. "Eroticism is the text of all I do."

All her works are sensual; a majority are erotic. Much to her Christian mother's
distress, she began sculpting erotic images in the early 80's, owing to a desire to

show both fear and joy in her art. Now she surrounds herself with mystic creations -- satyrs, faeries and her
other imagined beauties.

Mistress April first became acquainted with the Tom of Finland
Foundation in 1991 through the Christopher Street West Fair. "I
was fascinated by the freedom I saw in Tom's art," she
remembers, "and by the utter enthusiasm of Durk and Valentine,
who were manning the Tom of Finland booth that weekend."
Through their efforts, she became associated with the Foundation
and began joining in local events to display her creatures.

There are innumerable reasons for the Mistress' creations in erotic
art. She is an avowed celibate, choosing to funnel her passionate
energy through her art. She possesses a strong desire to be totally
in control at all times, therefore she cannot surrender to an equal
partnership with one single person. (That's why it's 'Mistress April.') She experiences extreme pleasure when
her work inspires excitement in a whole group of people, something she could never do alone.

At left: Exuberantly perched at the pinnacle of the author's
Christmas tree, Mistress April's Archangel Michael flaunts
his human as well as his angelic aspects. Photos: James
Passarella.

I personally first became acquainted with this powerful
woman through my volunteering for a Tom of Finland
fundraiser. After a bit of consultation, I commissioned her
to create Michael, the Archangel. He stands above our
Christmas tree in all his god-given glory and Mistress
April beauty. Year after year, I shall be proud to display

my April original sculpture because I feel there is no greater way for me to express my love of mankind than
through the fingers of Mistress April. It is true what she says: "No one is allowed to be indifferent after
viewing an April original!"

Wouldn't it be wonderful to have a Christmas tree with April original
sculptures on every branch -- faeries, satyrs, centaurs! Kake on a motorcycle!
Pekka chopping wood! Isn't Fantasy wonderful?



-- Michael Andrews

Mistress April's work is available through the Utopia Artists' Collective,
2147 Beachwood Drive, Suite #4, Hollywood Hills, CA 90068-3462, and at
the Gilded Queen, 8533 Santa Monica Blvd., West Hollywood, or contact
her personally by writing to her through the Foundation.

The figures are built on wire armatures of oven-bakable clays, making
frequent use of real fur, feathers, and other materials. Photos: Alan Hanslik.

AT LONG LAST - RETRO III !

Tom of Finland's Newest Book Is Also His Most Luxurious "I
draw almost every night," Tom told his biographer. "Even on
vacation, I take my drawings supplies with me and find time to do
at least a little. There are nights, not so much now but when I was
younger, when I make three drawings."

During a career that spanned forty-five years, Touko Laaksonen
created at least 5000 Tom of Finland drawings and it may have
been 7000. That's not counting the 2000+ rough sketches which
are still extant. Of course, many of those original works are now
gone -- lost, stolen, or accidentally or deliberately destroyed,
especially those which are pre-1957. Combined, Retrospectives I
and II reproduced a mere 376 drawings. After five years, it's time
for more Tom!

As befitting its position as Volume 3 in the series, the newest
Retro will match the first two in dimensions (11 X 8.5 inches) and
number of images (approximately 188) but III will distinguish

itself from I (with black cover) and II (white covers) with a warm gray cover and will also feature a new,
more upscale format, designed and implemented by its editor, Volker Morlock, the curator of our Erotic
Gallery by Mail. Retrospective III will have a color cover as well as color images inside, foldout gatefolds to
show multi-image sets, and full descriptions of the originals of the works portrayed (size, medium, etc.). An
index, chronology and list of past Tom of Finland exhibitions will also be included to delight the
anal-retentive.

Of major interest will be an 'Appreciation' by Bruce Weber and an essay on
Tom by museum curator Richard Marshall.



Because Retro II was published almost five years ago and Retro I went out of
print late last year, interest in a third retrospective of Tom's work is high.
Publication is set for the 15th of June, in time to complement the first major
exhibition of Tom's work to be seen in the USA in nearly ten years (see
article at right). The demand for Tom's work continues to grow. The new
Tom of Finland Retrospective III should meet that need -- at least
temporarily.

TOM'S 1997 AMERICAN EXHIBITION

Mark Moore Gallery Host

Santa Monica -- Christopher Ford, the proprietor of the Mark Moore Gallery, has been working hard to
expand the awareness of Tom of Finland within the mainstream art world (see front page 'Museums' story).
His own gallery, in conjunction with the Absolut L.A. International, will be mounting a one-man show of
Tom's finished drawings, and preparatory and rough sketches, both for sale and not, during the months of
July and August. The opening on July 21 will coincide with the Gay Pride Weekend festivities.

Ford is inviting participation by the Finnish Consulate and hoping for attendance by Bruce Weber and other
prominent Tom of Finland devotees. Other supportive events, such as a Tom of Finland dance to be held the
night before the opening at the El Rey, are in the works.

TOM'S HEROES

We are proud to announce a new category within the ranks of our supporters to commemorate those who
perform above and beyond the call of duty. To be the first to receive the title 'Tom's Hero' we hereby elect

Foundation Board Member,

Don Zabinski

Don has donated a flat $1000 in each of the last three years, above and beyond his commanders membership
and smaller donations too numerous to list. Even more important, he has be as generous with his time as he
has with his financial support and is at the moment overseeing the creation of an authentic full-sized Tom of

Finland Foundation badge, just like the Big Boys wear! THANK YOU, DON!



LETTER FROM THE PRESIDENT

 : The incidence of AIDS deaths is going down. The long cold winter is coming to an end. It
is the dawning of a new era which is bringing forth a fresh spring of young erotic artists. It is going to be a
good decade, a creative outpouring in this area.

Dear Friends of the Foundation:

What I wanted to communicate with that news flash is that we lost so many dozens of great erotic artists to
AIDS over the last 17 years. Now that we are getting a handle on the disease, the Foundation is seeing an
abundance of new artists coming along who will provide enjoyment for all of us who appreciate erotic art.

Recently I wrote a personal letter to the membership of the Foundation, for when all is said and done, they're
the ones who financially support this non-profit organization. Without them, it would be impossible for us to
continue to do this work.

Originally, when we set out to establish the Foundation, I thought its major purpose would be as an archive.
As time has gone on, it has transformed itself into a well-utilized facility, functioning for artists as a public
relations system to get exposure to the public through our relationship with editors and publishers and also
directly to the public through events, contests, and programs.

Thus, we have become truly what our non-profit status says we are -- an educational facility, which
encourages the public to recognize the value of erotic art in our lives and culture.

Below, I'm reprinting excerpts from the letter that I sent to that select group who have chosen to assist the
Foundation through their support in membership. I hope it will spark the following thought in you: "It's a
worthwhile cause and I want to be part of it too."

Dear Member:

As the co-creator with the artist himself of the Tom of Finland Foundation, I feel towards the entity we call
the Foundation very much as if it were my child which I am rearing. By becoming a member, you have made
that child yours also. You are like a godparent, sharing in the responsibility for rearing this child, setting the
course so that it can grow into an adult and have a destiny and a career. To do that, we must work together to
enable the Foundation to become an international institution, with a museum and library that the world can
take full advantage of. It can be a bridge to bring people together and be a very important gift for us to leave to
future generations.

It is really essential that we use our collective abilities to do the job of establishing a financial bedrock for our

NEWSFLASH



foundation. So, please, don't be passive with your membership. Tell your friends about it. Ask us to send you
extra newsletters and purpose statements that you can share with them. Think of small fund-raisers you can
do in your hometown to raise funds for the on-going development we are making here.

Further, please think seriously about leaving your godchild something when you depart. The issue of
endowments to the Foundation through your will is a very real one for us. We have taken a back seat about
fund-raising over the past 15 years because we felt that AIDS was of a higher importance than the
preservation of art and the nurturing of up and coming artists. Now that AIDS is starting to come under
control I don't feel as awkward in emphasizing the importance of preserving our sexual history through visual
art.

Recently, Scott O'Hara of San Francisco donated over 500 works to the Foundation's permanent collection.
One of our board members, Don Zabinski donates $1000 as a yearly gift toward archival projects within the
Foundation. Another member, Vernon Sebastian Reynolds has been donating $100 per month. He is well
over a $1000 at this point and still climbing. And just recently Kyle Brandon, the present holder of the Mr.
Drummer title, has notified us of his intention to donate $1000 as part of his Independence Day celebration A
Gathering of Eagles. Other members are willing their estate or part of it to the Foundation. That can include
personal property, life insurance, thereby assisting the dream to become a reality of having a building that the
Foundation owns that can function on several levels as an active center, displaying our permanent collection in
the museum.

Who is better equipped to do this than we are? Tom used his art to bring us the message that sex was good,
healthy, and fun. He did a great job in passing that message on to us. Now we are the elders of the tribe and it
has become our duty to pass Tom's message on to our future generations.

I really hope that you will take me up on this offer to be more actively involved in the future of the
Foundation. Your willingness to be a member at whatever level you have chosen is a clear sign to me that you
care about these matters, making you part of the inner circle of this family, thus I want to know you.

Remember I'm a volunteer here too, and I will gladly do whatever I can to make this child of ours grow into
an adult that will provide valuable knowledge to the public in the area of erotic art and sexuality. It's your
child, too. Please be an active parent with me.

Sincerely,
Durk Dehner

A MAJOR THANK YOU

from the Board of Directors

We at the Foundation Board of Directors want to extend a personal and public thank you to the following for
their contributions to the Foundation. ARTISTS: Justice Howard, Robert Kalafut, John Darcy Noble, John



Stuart Warham, Nigel Kent, Oscar Sarrazola, Beau, Paul Sanson (work of Jakal), Sebastian Reynolds for
giving works that have been accepted into our permanent collection. PATRONS: Scott O'Hara for his
personal collection of over 550 original pieces of his erotic art, Sebastian Reynolds, for his past monthly
donations of $100, John Eddy for his past quarterly donations of $100, Don Zabinski, for his past three years
of annual donations of $1000, plus his notification to us that he has left the Foundation one-tenth of his total
financial assets to the Foundation in his will. We on the Board of Directors, Durk Dehner, Valentine Hooven,
Cathie Bagwell, Don Zabinski, Mike Goldie, Michael Andrews, Volker Morlock, Karen Leavitt, and our two
new members, Bill Reichart and James Passarella, along with our auxiliary board of Ron Athey, Anthony
DeBlase, Richard Marshall and Bill Schmelling; we all thank you all.

WHILE WE ARE THANKING ...We want to encourage those of you who have taken the time to respond
to questions we occasionally ask you, especially in the President's letter. You really help us by telling us what
you think on various matters. We take what you have to say under serious consideration so, please, give us all
the input you have to offer.

GEORGE QUAINTANCE

THE FIRST GAY  CELEBRITY

by Richard Hawkins

(Richard Hawkins, a contemporary artist with a special affinity for the physique
artists and photographers of the 50s and 60s, is creating a website and eventually a
book on the life and work of George Quaintance.)

Right from the cover of the first issue of the first muscle magazine, Physique
Pictorial, in 1950, George Quaintance was the advance guard of gay erotic art in the
1950s. His paintings portrayed a homoerotic Southwest from such a campy, even
faggoty, point of view they were a leap forward for an underground gay culture that
was just beginning to awaken. His sexy males were almost overtly sub- versive of
the muscle magazines' obligatory heterosexual facade, but not enough to keep them

from frequently publishing his work.

The above photograph of young Quaintance from his own scrapbooks shows him as a lithe, stylish youth of
the late Teens and Roaring Twenties. However, anyone who remembers Quaintance from the 50s knew him
as the muscular blond seen below. Whether these photos betray an early Valentino-esque affectation or a later
"gentlemen prefer blondes" coloring, it may, in the end, be too late to tell.



Quaintance was the first among his contemporaries to pass away, in 1957. Many
of them, including Tom of Finland and Bob Mizer, outlived him by almost 40
years. Consequently, today a biographer has a difficult time finding Quaintance's
paintings, much less his friends, lovers or models. Fortunately, the Tom of
Finland Foundation has amassed a number of rare materials on Quaintance and
much initial research was done by its president, Durk Dehner. By building on this
material and on the personal remembrances of close friends like the Rev. Robert
W. Wood, I am beginning to see a shadowy trail emerge.

An interesting life is unfolding: a birthdate 10 years earlier than he would later have people believe, a
childhood in Virginia, a move to New York where, in the late 20s, he had a surprisingly successful stint as an
adagio dancer on the vaudeville stage, followed in the 30s by a side-career as a touring "coiffure designer",
before moving in the late 40s to Hollywood where he developed a painting style and subject matter which was
to forge the direction of male art and photography for many years before the final move to his beloved
Arizona in the early 50s.

Below left: 'Sacrifice' -- During the last ten years of his life George enjoyed frequently-tumultuous
relationships with the macho Mexican-American models who epitomized his desires.

Below right: 'Shore Leave' 1952 (Detail). Many of the blonds in George's paintings from the 50s are reputed
to be self-portraits, somewhat idealized, of course.



What has been
most exciting
for me so far is
having found
out that, of the
approximately
50 paintings
from
Quaintance's
physique
period, over 30
are in good
condition and
reside in the
homes of
private
collectors.

But my research is far from finished. I am specifically looking for owners of originals, personal
acquaintances and correspondence, photos of models (especially color ones), ephemera such as his line of
greeting cards and his work for women's beauty magazines. As more information is collected, it is compiled
and posted on my personal website. Please check it out at
http://websites.earthlink.net/~rdhawkins/gq/index.html or e-mail me at rufus666@earthlink.net or write to me
care of the Foundation. I welcome any correspondence regarding George Quaintance.

Regards,
Richard

IT'S YOUR FOUNDATION! JOIN
NOW!

The 1997-98 Enticements!

12 Tom of Finland Greeting Cards:

All Different! All Blank! 
All created just for you and your fellow members! 
Some all-time favorites and some never published

before! 



The 1997-98 Members only print:

A recently re-discovered, unpublished drawing!
Like having a brand new Tom work 

Seamen First Class Join up and get a years worth of the popular Erotic Gallery by mail. Every 4
months you see 24 beautifully reproduced original works of erotic art for sale: Tom of Finland, Bruce

of LA, The Hun, Beau, etc. 
Commanders Become a commannder and you will be the first to receive the Retrospective III! A

copy of Tom's latest book will be reserved for you even before it is published. 

All members receive membership card, a year of the Dispatch, and invitations to special events in their area.
New members also get a compilation of earlier Dispatches.

JOIN UP NOW!

DISPATCH is the quarterly house organ for the TOM of FINLAND FOUNDATION Editor: Valentine
Hooven. Contributors: Durk Dehner, Richard Hawkins, Michael Andrews, Jams Pasarella.

 Return to the Tom of Finland Foundation Home Page 
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